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Abstract
Even though populations of many large carnivores are expanding throughout Europe, the Eurasian lynx population in the
Western Carpathians seems unable to spread beyond the western boundaries of its current distributional range. Many factors,
both extrinsic and intrinsic, can influence the potential for range expansion: landscape fragmentation, natal philopatry, low
natural fecundity and high mortality, and low and sex-biased dispersal rates. In this study we used non-invasive genetic
sampling to determine population size fluctuation, sub-structuring and social organisation of the peripheral lynx population
at the Czech–Slovak border. Even though the population size has been relatively stable over the period studied (2010–2016),
the individual inbreeding coefficients of residents at the end of the study were much higher than those of founders at the
beginning of the study. While non-resident individuals (predominantly males) occurred regularly in the study population,
only resident individuals with well-established home ranges participated in breeding and produced offspring. Almost half the
offspring detected in the study (predominantly females) settled in or near the natal area. Subsequent incestuous mating
resulted in production of inbred individuals, reduction of effective population size of the population, and sub-structuring of
the population through formation of two distinct family lineages. Our study illustrates how social constraints, such as
territoriality, breeding of residents and natal philopatry of females, lead to incestuous mating in small-sized populations,
especially at the periphery of their distribution. This threat should be taken into account in planning of conservation and
population recovery of species with similar social structure.

Introduction

The centre−periphery hypothesis predicts a decrease in
genetic variation and demographic performance of a species
from the centre to the periphery of its distribution range
associated with the decrease in environmental suitability
(Eckert et al. 2008). However, in the present human-
dominated landscape the range boundaries are often not the
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result of historical species distribution, but rather a con-
sequence of anthropogenic extinction forces, e.g. landscape
fragmentation and/or human persecution (Channell and
Lomolino 2000). This can disrupt the general pattern pre-
dicted by the centre−periphery hypothesis, but, in general,
peripheral populations still tend to be more fragmented,
genetically impoverished and differentiated due to isolation,
low gene flow and small population sizes, often making
them more sensitive to stochastic changes than populations
in the core of the species’ range (Hampe and Petit 2005;
Holt et al. 2005; Hardie and Hutchinson 2010; Janečka et al.
2011). A probability of their extinction is directly influ-
enced by their variability, size and immigration rate
(Channell and Lomolino 2000; Pironon et al. 2016).

Although the Eurasian lynx appears to be a highly
mobile species that frequently makes long distance move-
ments (up to 450 km) which are expected to facilitate gene
flow among subpopulations (e.g. Schmidt 1998; Andersen
et al. 2005), lynx also seem to show a high tendency
towards local loss of genetic diversity (Schmidt et al. 2011).
Due to its dietary specialisation as a stalking predator of
medium-sized ungulates, lynxes occur in low population
densities and are highly dependent on sufficient vegetation
cover while hunting and dispersing (Sunquist and Sunquist
2002). This makes them extremely sensitive to habitat loss
and landscape fragmentation (Podgórski et al. 2008;
Schmidt et al. 2011).

While some large carnivores are expanding across Eur-
ope, the native Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx) population in the

Carpathians seems to remain stable (von Arx et al. 2004;
Ratkiewicz et al. 2012; Kaczensky et al. 2013; Chapron
et al. 2014). The Czech–Slovak border represents the wes-
tern edge of the native distribution of lynx in the Car-
pathians (Fig. 1). This area is fragmented into several
discrete mountain ranges and partially isolated from the rest
of the Western Carpathians by the highly urbanised valleys
along the Slovak rivers Váh and Kysuca. Lynx were
exterminated from the area at the turn of the nineteenth and
twentieth century (Kratochvíl 1968; Kratochvíl and Vala
1968; Hell et al. 2004), such that in the 1930s, the western
range edge of the Carpathian population was situated in the
central part of Slovakia (Hell et al. 2004). After World War
II lynx abundance in the Carpathians started to rise, and
through natural migration, the distribution expanded up to
the eastern (Moravian) part of the Czech Republic (Mor-
avskoslezské Beskydy Mts, Jeseníky Mts). Up until the
1980s several colonisation−extinction cycles occurred in
that area, significantly affected by legal and illegal hunting
that influenced lynx abundance in the entire Western Car-
pathians (Kunc 1996). Thanks to the full protection of the
lynx in the Czech Republic and later also in Slovakia (Hell
and Slamečka 1996), they finally recolonised the
Czech–Slovak border region in the second half of the 1980s
(Anděra and Červený 2009).

Gathering data on the distribution and abundance of
endangered species (or populations) is essential for their
successful conservation. Understanding of population
dynamics and dispersal processes of rare species is

Fig. 1 Overview of samples collected within the study area from 1
May 2009 to 18 May 2016. Permanent occurrence (white colour) and
sporadic occurrence (light grey colour) of Eurasian lynx in Europe is

delineated on the smaller figure (right) according to Chapron et al.
(2014). The star at the smaller figure represents the study area
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important for development of suitable management and
conservation plans (e.g. Linnell et al. 2008). Such infor-
mation is especially difficult to collect for elusive species
like the Eurasian lynx (Linnell et al. 1989). Fortunately,
identification of individuals by unique multi-locus DNA
genotyping allow populations to be surveyed through non-
invasive genetic sampling (Waits and Paetkau 2005;
Taberlet et al. 1999). Besides estimates of population size
this approach can also provide an insight into population
sub-structuring, sex ratio, relatedness of individuals, and
various population-level metrics like genetic diversity, gene
flow, and dispersal rate (e.g. Ritland 1996; Schwartz et al.
2007), and has been successfully used for estimation of
density and spatial activity of a variety of elusive carni-
vores, including the Eurasian lynx (e.g. De Barba et al.
2010; Ebert et al. 2010; Davoli et al. 2013; Sindičić et al.
2013; Müller et al. 2014).

There is in practice no information about the genetic
structure of the Carpathian lynx population. In addition,
there is little understanding of the social structure of lynx or
other felids at a small geographic scale, even though the
probability of extinction of peripheral or small isolated
populations is directly influenced by their population size
and dispersal rate. In this study, we analysed the genetic
composition of the Carpathian lynx population at the wes-
tern periphery of its continuous distribution in order to
assess (1) population size, sex structure and relatedness
among resident individuals; (2) variability in reproductive
success and the rate of dispersal (immigration); and (3) the
effect of social structure on population sub-structuring and
effective population size. Insights into the lynx population
structure, reproductive strategies and mechanisms of dis-
persal may help to define genetic or other possible con-
straints of population expansion and are relevant for the
species’ successful conservation or reintroduction into new
areas.

Material and methods

Study area

Our study area at the Czech–Slovak border covered two
protected landscape areas (PLA), PLA Beskydy (Czech
side, 1160 km2) and PLA Kysuce (Slovak side; 340 km2)
which themselves embrace three mountain ranges: the
Moravskoslezské (MS) Beskydy Mts, the Vsetínské Bes-
kydy Mts and the Javorníky Mts (Fig. 1). The altitude varies
between 350 and 1323 m a.s.l. and the landscape is char-
acterised by a high diversity of habitats—various types of
forest, ridge-top meadows and pastures together with
hamlets scattered throughout the area (Weissmannová
2004). The majority of the area is forested (72%),

characterised by rugged terrain with deep valleys and steep
slopes, and with scattered settlements ranging up to
mountain tops mainly on the Czech side. Extensive forest
complexes representing suitable habitat for lynx are formed
predominantly by Norway spruce monocultures, while
natural beech-fir forests cover only a small proportion of the
area (2.6%). Three large carnivores occur in this area at
least occasionally—the Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx), the grey
wolf (Canis lupus) and the brown bear (Ursus arctos);
however, only lynx is present in a stable and regularly
breeding population (Červený and Koubek 2003; Anděra
and Červený 2009).

Sampling and DNA extraction

We collected 446 non-invasive lynx samples (157 faecal,
248 hair, 41 urine) during the period from 1 May 2009 to 18
May 2016. The study covered seven “lynx” years; each
lasting from 1 May to 30 April, except for the final year
when the period ended by 18 May. Lynx generation time is
estimated to be 4 years (Spong and Hellborg 2002). The
dataset was complemented by eight invasively collected
samples: four from individuals live-captured for radio-
tracking (one blood, three hair samples), three tissue sam-
ples (two carcasses found after car accidents, one dead
kitten) and one blood sample found after poaching. The
whole dataset consists of 454 lynx samples (Fig. 1).

Non-invasive samples were collected during monitoring
of signs of lynx presence, which covered the entire study
area with a focus on suitable lynx habitats. Detailed infor-
mation about intensity of monitoring during particular years
is given in Supplementary materials (Fig. S1A, Fig. S2,
Table S1). On the Czech side we also used hair traps from
January 2011 and up to June 2014 (Fig. S1B). Hair traps
consisted of a carpet (10 × 20 cm) and a band of Velcro. We
used catnip oil mixed with synthetic beaver castoreum
(1:32) as an olfactory attractant according to McDaniel et al.
(2000) and Schmidt and Kowalczyk (2006). Over the period
of the study, camera traps were also used for lynx mon-
itoring in the whole area, in several cases installed in the
front of hair traps or marking sites thus enabling to join
photos with individual genotypes.

Hair and faecal samples were conserved by desiccation
with silica gel, stored in 96% ethanol or frozen; urine and
blood samples were frozen. The Genomic DNA Mini kit
Tissue (Geneaid Biotech Ltd., New Taipei City, Taiwan)
was used to extract DNA from blood, hair and urine sam-
ples according to the manufacturers’ protocols. The
QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden,
Germany) was used to extract DNA from faecal samples.
We used dedicated laboratories for DNA extraction and
PCR setup for non-invasive samples, and enforced strict
rules and procedures to prevent contamination.

Genetic constraints of population expansion of the Carpathian lynx at the western edge of its native. . . 787



Genotyping

We genotyped 15 nuclear microsatellite loci and the ame-
logenin marker for sex identification (Table S2). Each
sample was amplified using PCR (polymerase chain reac-
tion) in a 10–12 μl reaction volume, containing 1–4 μl DNA
template (the default 2 μl of DNA template was adjusted in
subsequent PCRs based on the peak height of successfully
amplified loci), 5 μl of the Qiagen Multiplex PCR Kit and
appropriate primers. Forward primers were labelled at the 5′
end with fluorescent dyes (Applied Biosystems—see Table
S2 for more details about primer multiplexes and PCR
conditions). PCR was performed in 35–45 cycles of dena-
turation for 60 s at 94 °C, annealing for 90 s at the
multiplex-specific temperature (50–61 °C), extension for
60 s at 72 °C, preceded by 15 min of initial denaturation/
polymerase activation at 95 °C and followed by a 10-min
final extension at 72 °C. Then, 1 μl of the PCR products was
added to a mixture of GeneScan™ 600 LIZ® Size Standard
(Applied Biosystems) and formamide, and the mixture was
denatured and run on the ABI Prism 3130 Genetic Analyzer
(Applied Biosystems). The DNA fragment sizes were
scored using GENEMAPPER 3.7 software (Applied
Biosystems).

PCR amplification for non-invasive DNA samples was
repeated in multiple parallels according to the quality and
quantity of extracted DNA. We followed an adjusted
multiple-tubes approach (Taberlet et al. 1996), with
requirements of a minimum of four positive PCRs for
homozygotes and two for heterozygotes; however, up to
nine PCRs were required in some cases to confirm the
genotype in samples with a significant level of allelic
dropout. Each electropherogram was checked indepen-
dently by two people and we did not accept an allele in a
consensus genotype until we saw it at least twice. We
conducted a two-phase screening of the PCR products.
Firstly, eight loci in two independent PCR multiplexes were
amplified, and all samples which produced readable geno-
types at less than three loci were discarded. Samples that
were successfully genotyped in the first phase were then
amplified for all loci according to the multiple-tube
approach, consensus genotypes produced and matched to
identify which samples belonged to the same animals. All
up to five mismatches (MM) between genotypes were again
re-amplified in separate PCRs at least twice to confirm (or
refute) the mismatch. In the final dataset all individual
genotypes differed at least in 3-MM pairs except for two
subadults, which differed in 2-MM pairs. This approach has
been proved to determine the individuals correctly (Paetkau
2005).

While 309 out of 454 samples were analysed directly
using this procedure at the Institute of Vertebrate Biology

CAS, Brno, Czech Republic (IVB), 145 samples were first
analysed in the laboratory at University of Ljubljana, Slo-
venia, using the panel of 20 microsatellite loci described by
Sindičić et al. (2013). Due to a low overlap of the two
marker panels (only three loci), the best sample of each
individual identified in the Slovenian laboratory was re-
genotyped at IVB laboratory using the 15 microsatellite loci
(Table S2) to obtain the full and comparable dataset of
identified individuals and their genotypes. The complete
dataset was used in all analyses based on individual geno-
types, while the calculations of allelic dropout and fre-
quency of false alleles were based only on the 309 samples
originally genotyped at 15 loci plus amelogenin at IVB.

For population size estimation using non-invasive
genetic sampling, it is essential to distinguish between
individuals with at least 99% certainty (Mills et al. 2000).
Therefore, the probability of identity (PID) and the prob-
ability of identity among siblings (PID-sib) were calculated
for each locus and cumulative for the entire panel according
to Paetkau and Strobeck (1994) and Waits et al. (2001)
using Gimlet v.1.3.1 (Valiére 2002). Due to high probability
of occurrence of closely related individuals in our dataset,
PID-sib was used as a more conservative value for assessing
the number of loci required to reliably distinguish lynx
individuals.

Genetic diversity

For the dataset of 40 unique genotypes the number of alleles
(NA), and the observed (HO) and expected (HE) hetero-
zygosity were estimated for each locus using FSTAT
2.9.3.2 (Goudet 2001). Departure from the Hardy−Wein-
berg equilibrium was analysed using the exact probability
test in GENEPOP version 3.4 (Raymond and Rousset
1995). The P values for multiple testing were corrected
using the Bonferroni correction (Rice 1989). GENEPOP
(Raymond and Rousset 1995) was also used to calculate
inbreeding coefficient (FIS). Nevertheless, in a small
population FIS can be zero even when the population is
highly inbred (Keller and Waller 2002), hence mean indi-
vidual inbreeding coefficient (F) for the population was
estimated using TrioML (Wang 2007) and DyadML (Mil-
ligan 2003), as implemented in the software package
COANCESTRY 1.0 (Wang 2011). Allelic dropout and false
alleles were estimated for the dataset of 309 originally
genotyped field samples according to Broquet and Petit
(2004).

Relatedness

Microsatellite profiles for the 15 loci were used to identify
the most likely relationships among individuals. The
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software KinInfor v2.0 (Wang 2006) was used to calculate
the informativeness of each locus to infer pairwise rela-
tionships and relatedness and to estimate the overall power
of the set of microsatellite loci (see more details in
Appendix 2). Individual parentage was first investigated
using Bayesian framework for pedigree reconstruction in
software FRANz v. 2.0.0 (Riester et al. 2009). FRANz was
run using default settings except for specification of an
approximate maximum number of females (Nfmax) and
males (Nmmax), where all identified males and females
were assigned as candidate parents and outputs in the form
of maximum likelihood (ML) pedigree was used as initial
pedigree draft for two main mountain ranges—MS Beskydy
Mts and Javorníky Mts. After that, we used two computa-
tional assignments calculated within a likelihood frame-
work: pairwise microsatellite-based relatedness coefficients
and relationships among individuals conducted in the pro-
gram ML-Relate (Kalinowski et al. 2006) and parentage
analysis implemented in CERVUS 3.0.3 (Kalinowski et al.
2007). In CERVUS, initially, all males and all females were
defined as candidate fathers and mothers; three individuals
without identified sex were included in both father and
mother files. Subsequently, the number of candidate parents
was constrained using field monitoring data. When running
simulations, the following parameters were used: 100,000
offspring, 1% mistyped loci and 98.7% genotyped loci
(determined by CERVUS from our real dataset). Despite
intensive fieldwork it is possible that we did not success-
fully sample all potential parents, so in simulations we
applied 90% probability of sampling candidate mothers and
fathers. Confidence intervals were calculated using LOD
(Likelihood-of-Difference) scores at both 95% (strict) and
80% (relaxed) confidence levels. A minimum of the same
eight genotyped loci was required for the analysis, what all
individual genotypes fulfilled. Further, as an alternative
approach, we conducted an analysis of relatedness using
MOL_COANC 3.0 (Fernández and Toro 2006), which
implies a simulated annealing algorithm to find the gen-
ealogy which maximises the correlation between the
molecular coancestry matrix calculated from markers and
the genealogical coancestry obtained for that particular
pedigree. Thus the correlation between matrices is used as
the driven parameter instead of likelihood used in previous
methods. The parental relationships were estimated
according to sib-ship relations (full/half-sibling) detected.
Consequently, necessary field information from snow-
tracking (date of sample collection, place, other com-
plementary information as e.g. tracking of mother with
kittens) and data from camera-trapping were used for eva-
luation of the most likely relationships and for discarding
impossible couples even if compatible for genotypes. The
most reliable relationships following the five steps

mentioned above were used for reconstruction of final
pedigrees.

Based on the genetic sampling, pedigree reconstructions
and camera-trapping data we were able to split the indivi-
duals to adults and juveniles as well as to resident and non-
resident individuals. The individuals that were present for at
least 12 months in the study area, i.e. likely established
home ranges, and/or the females that also bred in the study
area (we detected their offspring) were assumed to be
residents (territorial lynx). During the study we also
detected a few unrelated individuals which immigrated into
the study area, occupied the vacant territory (previously
unoccupied or occupied by another individual) and became
a resident. Except for offspring all other lynxes detected for
shorter period than 12 months were assumed to be floaters
(immigrants). This splitting was used for more reliable
estimates of population density in the study area as well as
for the detection of dispersal (immigration) rate. The com-
bination of genetic data with field data recently helped to
uncover the mating system of congeneric Iberian lynx and
was recommended for parentage analysis of endangered
felids worldwide (Lucena-Perez et al. 2018).

Population size and effective population size

Since our data fit the continuous (single-session) sampling
design, programme CAPWIRE (Miller et al. 2005) was
used for population size estimates. For each year separately,
non-residents and offspring up to the age of 1 year were
excluded from the analysis to meet the assumption of
population closure. To reduce temporal and spatial auto-
correlation between samples, multiple samples of the same
individual collected during the same day and at the same
area were considered to be a single capture. Likelihood ratio
test incorporated in CAPWIRE was used to select the best
model of capture probability. The equal capture model
(ECM) assumes there is no capture heterogeneity in the
dataset while the two innate rates model (TIRM) assigns
individuals as having either a high or a low capture prob-
ability. Population estimates were derived using the selected
model, and 95% confidence intervals estimated with para-
metric bootstrap of 10,000 replicates.

To determine effective population size (Ne) and to assess
its temporal changes, we employed multiple ‘single-sample’
maximum-likelihood (linkage disequilibrium (Waples
2006), heterozygosity excess and molecular coancestry) and
‘two-sample’ temporal approaches (Nei and Tajima 1981;
Pollak 1983; Jorde and Ryman 2007) implemented in
NEESTIMATOR 2.01 (Do et al. 2014), and full-likelihood
sib-ship assignment (Wang 2009) within COLONY
V.2.0.4.5 (Jones and Wang 2010). Due to small number of
sampled individuals detected yearly, the analysis was

Genetic constraints of population expansion of the Carpathian lynx at the western edge of its native. . . 789



Table 1 Lynx individuals sampled using non-invasive genetic sampling from 1 May 2009 until 18 May 2016 in the study area

The adults known from simultaneous camera-trapping are labelled with names. Found dead animals are marked with dagger, juveniles that
subsequently established their home ranges in the study area are marked by asterisks. Family affiliation according to analysis of relatedness is
highlighted by colours
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performed for pooled datasets of three periods (2009–2012,
2012–2014 and 2014–2016), and for the whole 7-year study
period (2009–2016). As it was impossible to distinguish
various cohorts in the studied population, our samples
inevitably represented several overlapping generations. This
can produce downward biased estimates due to the mini-
Wahlund effect between generations (for more details see
Waples et al. 2014). For linkage disequilibrium and het-
erozygosity excess approach, we calculated contemporary
Ne using the lowest allele frequency cutoffs (Pcrit) based on
the number of sampled individuals (S) according to formula
“1/(2S) < Pcrit < 1/S” for S < 25 individuals and assuming
random mating (males tend to mate with several females),
and report results with 95% confidence intervals from the
parametric method (Waples and Do 2010). A limitations of
temporal methods of Ne estimation are given in Supple-
mentary materials (Table S10).

Genetic sub-structuring

A Bayesian clustering procedure, implemented in
STRUCTURE version 2.1 (Pritchard et al. 2000), was used
to analyse genetic sub-structuring of the peripheral popu-
lation. The program was run with 15 independent simula-
tions for each value of K from 1 to 10, with 1.000,000
MCMC iterations with an initial burn-in of 100,000. In all
simulations, an admixture ancestry model without using
sampling locations as prior information and a correlated
allele frequency model were used. The optimal K value was
estimated using the Evanno’s calculation (Evanno et al.
2005), which is based on the second-order rate of change in
the log probability of the data between successive values of
K (ΔK). The results of independent runs for each K were
combined using STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl and
von Holdt 2012) and the LargeKGreedy algorithm of
CLUMPP 1.1.1 (Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007). The
averaged results were displayed graphically using DIS-
TRUCT 1.1 (Rosenberg 2004).

The presence of closely related individuals within a
sample set can lead to the false detection of population
genetic structure when it is absent or to the overestimation
of the number of clusters (Rodríguez-Ramilo and Wang
2012; Rodríguez-Ramilo et al. 2014). To confirm or reject
the population structure revealed by STRUCTURE, we
investigated the pattern of sample clustering using another
clustering method in CLUSTER_DIST, which maximises
the genetic distances between groups and thereby avoids the
assumptions of Hardy−Weinberg and linkage equilibrium
(Rodríguez-Ramilo et al. 2009, 2014; Velando et al. 2016)
(for details see Appendix 3 in Supplementary materials).
Further, the level of genetic difference between identified
clusters as well as between two main mountain ranges was

quantified by FST (Weir and Cockerham 1984) calculated in
GENETIX 4.05.2 (Belkhir et al. 1996−2004).

Results

Collected samples and genotyping success

Lynx DNA was successfully amplified in 203 out of
454 samples (44.7%) (Fig. 1). Details about collected
samples and genotyping success are provided in Supple-
mentary materials within Appendix S1 (Fig. S3, Table S3).
Allelic dropout was relatively low (on average 15.7% per
locus) and false alleles were detected in low number of
cases (on average 1.5%). We did not detect significant
correlation between monitoring intensity expressed as
number of visits/length of walked transects and the number
of collected samples per lynx year (Pearson r= 0.698/
0.691, P= 0.123/0.128).

Genetic diversity

Among 203 genotyped samples, we identified 40 unique
multi-locus genotypes (i.e. individuals) (Table 1). All 15
loci plus amelogenin were successfully genotyped in 33
individuals. Five individuals were genotyped at 15 loci, two
individuals at 14 and 12 loci, respectively. However, the
most informative loci were amplified in all individuals (see
cumulative PID-sib in Table S4). The power of the entire
panel of markers to accurately distinguish between closely
related individuals was relatively high, PID-sib= 1.47910−4

(Table S4). Ten most informative loci thus seem to be
sufficient for individual identification of close relatives
(cumulative PID-sib under 0.001; Waits et al. 2001).

All identified lynx genotypes were used to calculate
population-level metrics. Assuming a single population and
following a Bonferroni adjustment (P= 0.000476) for
multiple testing, no linkage disequilibrium was found
between any pair of loci. All analysed loci were poly-
morphic, with the number of alleles varying from 2 to 7
(Table S5), even though locus FCA232 was almost mono-
morphic (the second allele was detected only in a single
individual). We did not detect any significant deviations
from Hardy–Weinberg expectations (adjusted P after Bon-
ferroni correction was 0.0033, but none of the calculated P
values were even below the 0.05 threshold; the test was not
conducted for FCA232).

A total of 53 different alleles were found among 40
multi-locus genotypes, with the mean number of alleles per
locus NA= 3.53. Expected heterozygosity was HE= 0.531.
Detailed values of genetic variation at particular loci are
presented in Table S5.

Genetic constraints of population expansion of the Carpathian lynx at the western edge of its native. . . 791



Identified individuals and their relatedness

The estimated power of our set of 15 neutral loci (PWR) was
86% for distinguishing full-sibling from unrelated pair and
63% for distinguishing parent-offspring from full-sibling
(the strictest level for inferring pairwise relationships).
These values confirmed a suitability of the set of markers
for analysis of relatedness and pairwise relationships esti-
mation. The calculated informativeness of each locus is
provided in Table S6.

In a total sample of the population we detected a
balanced sex ratio: 19 males and 18 females; the sex of
three individuals was not identified. The number of geno-
typed samples belonging to males and females was 108 and
92 respectively; thus, the results did not confirm the higher
capture probability of samples relating to males suggested
in previous studies of felids (Augustine et al. 1996; Sugi-
moto et al. 2014). Twenty-two individuals were detected in
MS Beskydy, 17 individuals in Javorníky Mts, and one in
Vsetínské Beskydy Mts.+ Javorníky Mts. Each multi-locus

Fig. 2 Pedigree of lynx individuals from Moravskoslezské Beskydy
Mts (a) and Javorníky Mts (b). Sex of the individual is marked as
male= square, female= circle, and unknown sex= diamond; cross-
ing= dead individual; labelling corresponds with Table 1. Individual

inbreeding coefficient F (TrioML estimate) is given below for all
individuals, highly inbred individuals (F > 0.1) are depicted in bold.
Relatedness among founders was not detected
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genotype was observed from 1 to 39 times (Table 1), with a
mean of 5.08 ± 7.87 (SE) times. Number of samples per
individual was ranging from one to 17 per lynx year. The
average number of detections per individual per year varied
from 1.5 (2009/10) to 4.2 (2012/13), the mean across all
years being 1.7 per individual. The number of detected
individuals per lynx year was not influenced by monitoring
intensity (number of visits: Pearson r= 0.653/0.612; length
of walked transects: P= 0.160/0.197).

Maximum likelihood pedigrees reconstructed using
FRANz enabled us to construct an initial draft of family
structure in our dataset (Fig. S4). This picture was then
compared and completed with outputs from ML-Relate
(Table S7), CERVUS, MOL_COANC, and additional
camera-trapping and snow-tracking data. Final most-likely
parent pairs obtained by multiple methods are shown in
Table S8. Using this approach, we reconstructed two ped-
igrees, the first one for MS Beskydy with 16 individuals and
the second one for Javorníky Mts with 13 individuals (Fig.
2). CERVUS and FRANz identified and supported 80.5%
(33 of 41), MOL_COANC 82.9% (34 of 41), and ML-
Relate 85.4% (35 of 41) of relationships in the final
pedigrees.

Mean individual inbreeding coefficients were 0.088
(TrioML) and 0.100 (DyadML), which indicates mating of
related animals (parentage analysis detected a mating
between grandfather−granddaughter (coming also from an
inbred mating), half-siblings, father−daughter, Fig. 2). Nine
individuals were highly inbred (F ≥ 0.1, Fig. 2, Table S9).

Estimation of actual number of individuals and
effective population size

The number of individuals detected varied among study
years between two and 16 individuals (Table 1). In total, we
detected 17 adult individuals and 23 juveniles of which nine
subsequently settled and matured in the study area. From 40

detected individuals 31 were identified as resident and nine
as non-resident (Table 1). During the study ten males, two
females and one individual without identified sex immi-
grated into the study area. Only three of these immigrants,
all males, settled within the study area (BE010, BE016 and
BE019), and only one produced offspring (BE019-Ota).

Population size estimated using CAPWIRE varied
between 9 and 26 if all individuals were included, and
between 4 and 10 if only resident individuals were included
in the dataset (Table 2).

Absolute Ne estimates varied according to the method
used for calculation. However, maximum-likelihood meth-
ods as well as temporal methods estimates except for het-
erozygosity excess suggested significant decline of Ne
during the study (Table 3, Table S10).

Population sub-structuring

The Bayesian clustering analysis for all 40 lynx individuals
performed in STRUCTURE detected the maximum value of
likelihood for the model expecting three clusters (K= 3).
The ΔK distribution (Evanno et al. 2005) also showed the
highest peak at K= 3 (Fig. S5A, B). The same pattern of the
best model for K= 3 was supported also by clustering
analysis based on maximum genetic distance using
CLUSTER_DIST (Fig. S6), while the pairwise Fst analysis
confirmed that the three clusters identified represent statis-
tically supported groups (Table S11).

The clustering procedure revealed a separate cluster in
Javorníky Mts (white cluster; Fig. 3), formed by the male
BE007 (Ludvík) and his inbred offspring. Ludvík was
mating with his daughter BE018 and also with his grand-
daughter BE035. Similarly, in the MS Beskydy, where the
number of breeding individuals was also low (two females
and one male), juveniles together with their parents formed
a second cluster/family group (dark grey cluster; Fig. 3).
Non-resident individuals and several breeding individuals in

Table 2 Yearly population size
estimates for all detected
individuals and for resident
adults (N ± 95% CI; CAPWIRE)
during the study period

Lynx
year*

Collected
samples

Genotyped
samples

Detected
individuals

Detected
resident
adults

N (95 % CI) all
individuals

N (95 % CI)
resident
adults

2009/10 15 3 2 2 — —

2010/11 26 12 7 6 9 (7–14)E 8 (6–12)E

2011/12 54 24 9 6 10 (9–12)E 6 (6–12)E

2012/13 144 63 15 10 20 (15–30)T 10 (10–12)T

2013/14 123 54 16 9 26 (20–32)T 9 (9–11)T

2014/15 62 31 10 8 15 (12–24)T 9 (8–13)T

2015/16 30 16 9 4 12 (9–18)E 4 (4–10)E

2009/16 454 203 40 18 15 (12–22)a 8 (7–12)a

The number of sampled individuals used for both estimates is given. Superscripts indicate selected model
ECM (E) or TIRM (T)
aCalculated as average values (average min – average max) for the whole period
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both mountain ranges (probably all originating from the
source Carpathian lynx population in Slovakia) seem to be
forming a separate cluster (light grey cluster; Fig. 3)

Discussion

Population size and dispersal at the periphery

Based on population size estimation using CAPWIRE (the
estimated number of 8 (7–12) resident adults per 1500 km2

of the study area), population density at the Czech−Slovak
border seems to be lower than in other areas of lynx
occurrence (central West Carpathians: 0.58–0.82/100 km2,
Kubala et al. 2017; Swiss Alps: 1.9–2.1 ind./100 km2,
Pesenti and Zimmermann 2013; Bohemian Forest: 0.9 ind./
100 km2, Weingarth et al. 2012; Eastern Europe: 2–6 ind./
100 km2, Jedrzejewski et al. 1996). Low density at the
periphery may have influenced the high levels of natal
philopatry detected within the study. Lynx female offspring
sampled during this study were predominantly philopatric.
Such behaviour generally supports the resident fitness
hypothesis, when related females tolerate the costs of
increased resource competition due to the benefits they gain
from inclusive fitness (Anderson 1989; Lambin et al. 2001).
From 14 juvenile females detected during the study, two
were found dead (car crashes) and eight (57%) settled near
or within the maternal home range. Even though natal
philopatry of females and the fact that they can take over the
maternal home ranges is known from lynx as well as other
felids (Zimmermann et al. 2005; Janečka et al. 2006; Fat-
tebert et al. 2015b), at the Czech−Slovak border this
behaviour might be facilitated by poaching. In Javorníky
Mts three closely related females established their home
ranges within maternal home ranges after poaching of two
resident females (one case confirmed, the second one
strongly suspected).

Amongst males we detected natal philopatry in one
single male (out of 7), who settled within the father’s large
home range (580 km2 based on GPS telemetry; Krojerová
et al. 2014). Opportunistic philopatry of males has been
documented in other felids prior to population saturation
(Balme et al. 2009; Fattebert et al. 2015a, 2015b).

Landscape fragmentation, e.g. by highly urbanised val-
leys, may represent a significant factor affecting local
connectivity among lynx populations in this part of the
Carpathians, further contributing to the high levels of
inbreeding observed. It seems that landscape fragmentation
might represent the barrier for lynx dispersal between the
two mountain ranges in the study area, MS Beskydy and
Javorníky Mts. During the study we did not detect any
movements between these two ranges and the analysis of
genetic structure revealed the formation of separate familyTa
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groups in these two different mountain ranges. The reduced
ability of subadults to cross physical barriers may contribute
to circular dispersal and a return to the vicinity of their natal
areas. Such circular dispersal behaviour was previously
observed in the Alpine lynx population (Breitenmoser-
Würsten et al. 2007) and in the congeneric Iberian lynx
(Ferreras et al. 2004) and has also been reported for the
cougar population in Florida (Maehr et al. 2002).

On the other hand, 13 lynxes immigrated to the study
area from outside. Their occurrence at the Czech−Slovak
border confirmed that this peripheral population is still
connected with the source Western Carpathian population.
Males clearly dominated (ten males vs. two females) among
the immigrants—a finding consistent with the general pat-
tern of male-biased dispersal described for polygynous
mammals, in which evolution favours males to disperse
because of intra-sexual competition for mates (Greenwood
1980; Dobson 1982). A similar pattern of sex-biased dis-
persal, favouring males has previously been reported in
other felids, e.g. leopard (Fattebert et al. 2015a), jaguar
(Wultsch et al. 2016), bobcat (Janečka et al. 2006, 2007) or
tiger (Gour et al. 2013). Of lynx arriving in our study area
only four males established home ranges but just one suc-
cessfully produced offspring. Other “floaters” did not par-
ticipate in breeding, even though they occurred during the
mating season and probably were looking for females. Even
if dispersal is still ongoing, the gene flow is strongly limited
because of social structure in the peripheral population.

Successful breeding was ensured every year only by the
few residents, often related to each other. The same
breeding strategy (breeding of residents and the existence of
floaters) was observed also amongst lynx in Białowieża

Primeval forest at the range edge of the Baltic lynx popu-
lation (Schmidt et al. 2016). Similarly, importance of
established home ranges for mating success is known from
other felids (Janečka et al. 2006, 2007; Fattebert et al.
2015a).

The risk of inbreeding at the range periphery and its
consequences

As an inevitable consequence of low density, high female
philopatry and the deficit of unrelated females due to male-
biased dispersal, we found high levels of inbreeding within
both distinct subpopulations in the MS Beskydy and
Javorníky Mts. During the study we detected 23 individuals
born within the area that were offspring of eight different
males. However, 15 juveniles (65%) were fathered just by
two males (Ota in MS Beskydy—8 offspring, Ludvík in
Javorníky Mts—7 offspring), 13 of them were born during
the last 3 years (Fig. 2). Together with high female philo-
patry and lack of new unrelated females available for mat-
ing (because of significantly male-biased immigration), this
leads to incestuous mating and increase of inbreeding.
Inbreeding depression is a well-known negative factor for
both short-term and long-term survival of small-sized iso-
lated populations, manifested in felids e.g. by sperm
abnormalities or low birth weights in offspring (Roelke
et al. 1993; Barone et al. 1994, Johnson et al. 2010).
Although it is difficult to disentangle the relative importance
of the different causes of dispersal, the pattern observed in
felids suggests that inbreeding avoidance is more likely a
consequence of dispersal resulting from mate competition
rather than the ultimate cause for male dispersal (Pusey and

Fig. 3 Graphical output of Bayesian clustering analysis of 40 lynx
individuals performed using STRUCTURE for K= 2–4. Each vertical
bar corresponds to a single individual. The colours indicate the
membership probability of the individual in a certain cluster. Labelling

of individuals corresponds with Table 1, detected breeding individuals
are outlined, and settled offspring involved in breeding are marked
with a star
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Wolf 1996; Fattebert et al. 2015a). It is hypothesised that in
stable felid populations with no vacant territories, natal
philopatry is low and offspring dispersal is high; thus
unrelated males and females regularly mate. In disturbed
small-sized populations, when the stability is regularly
disturbed by human activity (poaching, car accidents, etc.)
natal philopatry is high, younger individuals participate in
breeding, and the risk of inbreeding is higher. In disturbed
(over-harvested) felid populations, e.g. cougar or leopard, it
was observed that juveniles remained in their natal ranges or
nearby whenever it was possible even though this increased
the likelihood of breeding with relatives (Balme et al. 2009;
Onorato et al. 2011; Fattebert et al. 2015a).

The effective population size Ne is one of the most
important parameters in wildlife management and con-
servation, because it can help to predict the extinction risk
of the population (Newman and Pilson 1997; Frankham
2005). It is notoriously difficult to estimate Ne due to sto-
chasticity and several biases influencing the computation.
Each Ne estimation method makes a number of assumptions
and, for example, low number of alleles per locus, low
sample size, and immigration could bias Ne estimations.
However, the aim of our study was to explore the temporal
variation in Ne values of the peripheral population, rather
than quantify absolute values of Ne. The results suggested a
short-term significant reduction of effective population size
of the peripheral population due to increasing relatedness of
sampled individuals and inbreeding (Table 3).

The combination of persistent low density, high turnover
of residents and female philopatry might inevitably hinder
any significant range expansion at the distributional per-
iphery of Carpathian lynx in Central Europe. In contrast to
wolves and bears, which can disperse over long distances
(Swenson et al. 1998; Stratman et al. 2001), subadult lynxes
(similarly as other felids) seem to be more conservative
dispersers which maintain close contact to conspecifics and
if it is possible (vacant territories available) they settle close
to the maternal home range, especially in the case of
females (Zimmermann et al. 2005). High natal philopatry is
specific for felids prior to population saturation. Once the
estimated population density reached capacity, the socio-
spatial organisation in adults stabilised with less turnover
and few territorial vacancies, and emigration usually
increased (Balme et al. 2009; Fattebert et al. 2015a, 2015b).
The relatively high level of natal philopatry supports the
idea of a pre-saturation phase of habitat occupation at the
Czech–Slovak border. This conclusion of a pre-saturation
phase is supported also by non-occupation or short-term
occupation of other suitable parts of the study area (e.g.
Vsetínské Beskydy Mts; Fig. 1). However, further sampling
in the central part of the Western Carpathians is necessary to
compare survival rate and dispersal pattern between central
and peripheral parts of the Carpathian lynx population.

Conservation implications

The results of this study showed the importance of con-
nectivity among local Eurasian lynx populations as the main
factor affecting their genetic architecture. The lynx popula-
tion we studied at the edge of the current distributional range
represents an unstable, small-size population in the pre-
saturation phase that cannot persist in the long term without
frequent gene flow from the core population. Highly urba-
nised valleys, still increasing landscape fragmentation and
poaching in the Western Carpathians represent serious
threats for its viability. This makes conservation and main-
tenance of landscape permeability crucial for successful
conservation of this species in the landscapes of the Western
Carpathians. Our study also pointed out the necessity of
long-term, continuous monitoring of lynx populations. Time
is the critical component, and only extended monitoring
programmes allow collection of longitudinal data needed to
gain deep insights into population dynamics.

Non-invasive genetic sampling enhances our under-
standing of lynx demographics and population dynamics
and as such represents a valuable approach complementary
to other methods of lynx monitoring, e.g. camera-trapping
or telemetry. Our results showed that dispersal alone does
not necessarily guarantee gene flow from core areas to the
periphery, especially in the long-term perspective. Although
non-resident lynxes, predominantly males, regularly occur
at the range edge, they rarely establish their home range
there and they do not participate in breeding. However,
connection of the periphery with the core population
ensures occurrence of unrelated individuals from the source,
which can potentially genetically refresh the peripheral
population (source-sink hypothesis).

Nevertheless, male-biased dispersal, unavailability of
unrelated females in the area, and the apparent lack of other
inbreeding avoidance mechanisms in Eurasian lynx and
probably also in other felids with similar social structure
(e.g. cougar, Iberian lynx, leopard) can pose considerable
threats to small and isolated populations, and should be
taken into account in conservation management and rein-
troduction of these species into new areas. The success of
reintroduction programmes may be greatly affected by the
tendency of animals to return to natal areas or former
established home ranges. Even though translocations may
help to ensure gene flow among isolated small-sized felid
populations, relationships among released individuals,
together with philopatric behaviour and social structure
should be taken into account when planning these con-
servation actions. It should also be expected that in dis-
turbed populations affected by poaching or legal hunting,
juveniles may remain in natal areas more frequently even
though this subsequently leads to breeding with their
relatives.
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